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EDITORIAL

ere should be no exceptions for Quebec ethics and religion course
Quietly, a major societal debate is underway
about whether exceptions should be allowed for
parochial schools to teach in their own way, or
not teach at all, Quebec’s new ethics and religious culture course.
The latest round was sparked by the extraordinary ruling by a Superior Court judge in favour of
Loyola High School, a private Roman Catholic
institution that insists that it be exempted and
allowed to teach the course as it sees fit, from a
God-centred, Catholic perspective. Quebec has
promised to appeal that ruling.
Some ultra-orthodox Jewish schools are extremely
reluctant to teach the course, or refusing to teach
it and other secular courses. The Quebec government has another date in court, this time seeking
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to close Toras Moshe Academy boys school, run by
and for the Satmar Hasidic community. Its reasons
include not being able to devote sufficient time to, or
the limited scope of, core education. When it comes
to the ethics and religious culture course, community spokesperson Alex Werzberger made it clear
June 10 in the Canadian Jewish News that “they are
absolutely not going to learn it.” It can be assumed
that other ultra-Hasidic, Orthodox Jewish and
some Muslim schools are similarly reluctant.
The question for society is this: Does the government have the right to decide the content of
core education for students age six to 16 as the
Education Act decrees? And when it comes to the
ethics and religious culture course, does it conflict
with Freedom of Religion guarantees in federal
and Quebec charters of rights?
On this point we strongly support the Quebec
government, and the official opposition. Given the
growing multiethnic composition of Quebec
society, and the fact that it can only become more
so, our students need to develop an understanding of the ethical and religious backgrounds of our
neighbours in a non-judgmental context.
To some this is tantamount to moral relativism.
To us, it is a necessary part of everyone’s basic
education, as necessary as learning French and
English. Knowing the essence of your neighbour’s
ethical and religious background means understanding why he or she has certain beliefs as that
family begins to assimilate Canadian values.
When the province leaped out of the darkness that
were the Duplessis years and created a Department
of Education, there was a historic compromise with
the Catholic Church. As the state rushed to catch up
by building high schools for all to attend without
charge, the Church was allowed to continue running
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its classical colleges, with government financial support. The condition was that the Education Department would take over responsibility for deciding
what must be included in core education. Jewish and
later Muslim schools were given the same deal. Even
schools that accept no government grants, such as
the Toras Moshe Academy, are obliged to conform
to basic education standards in terms of core course
content and qualifications of teachers.
We believe Justice Gérard Dugré in his Loyola
High School ruling missed the point, and went
overboard when he stated that “Canadian democratic society is based on principles recognizing
the supremacy of God.”
One person’s god can be another person’s devil.
Yes, our humanistic values evolve from a JudeoChristian perspective, but certainly are not based in
any legal sense on a belief in some anthropomorphic presence. Catholic, Jewish and Muslim schools
are free, in their catechism or religion classes, to promote exclusivity when it comes to belief in the one
true god, and are free to propagate the idea that
non-believers are condemned to eternal damnation.
But let them learn to recognize the various animist
beliefs and values associated with the original inhabitants of this country, followed by the invading Christian then Jewish beliefs and values. We believe all
children should learn the core religious and ethical values Aïsha and Wëi and Ying and Lakshmi and Rahul
carry with them from their diverse backgrounds.
We understand that it cannot be easy for
parochial schools to segregate teaching in this field
from commitments to exclusivity when it comes
to belief systems, but ultimately we support what
we feel is a necessary role for our schools to help
students understand the rapidly evolving ethnocultural composition of this city and province.
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Readers up in arms over Gaza conflict
Response to our June editorial,“CEGEP teachers
I have yet to see any objection raised by our
betray mission in targeting Israel for boycott,” media when Jewish boys and girls are sent to
has been overwhelming. Below is a selection of Israel to be indoctrinated.
the mail we received, edited for space:
I realize your paper is addressed to the senior
demographic, who would certainly cheer you for
Israeli commandos storm the lead ship in the aid this reprimand.
flotilla challenging the blockade of Gaza, killing
In all earnestness, time is ripe for a paper such as
nine and wounding dozens and you blame the vic- yours to encourage free thinking. Many of your
tims rather than the aggressors.
readers are fervent supporters of Israel and it is
The expulsion of Palestinians in 1948 a byprod- their choice. But this editorial was disingenuous
uct of war? Not so. Ilan Pappe, the Israeli histo- and a vain attempt to rewrite the history of a fourrian, documents the plan for expulsion of decade-old conflict.
Palestinians by the Zionist high command and the
Israel holds a world record in defying numerous
terror campaign that was unleashed to promote UN Resolutions and charters. The well-crafted
that aim. You cite other examples of population and balanced UN Security Council Resolution 242
transfers in order to justify Israeli policy, forget- is a dead letter.
ting that two wrongs don’t make a right.
One hardly hears from Prime Minister Stephen
Palestinian rocket attacks, over the years claim- Harper or, for that matter, any of the political elite
ing the lives of 15 Israeli civilians, had virtually on the necessity of implementing this basic plan
ceased at the time Israel launched Operation Cast to achieve a just peace in the Middle East!
Lead in which much of Gaza’s social and eco— S. Naseer Alig, Montreal
nomic infrastructure was destroyed and nearly
1,400 civilians were slaughtered. You accuse
I admire your tenacity in defending Israeli
Hamas of intransigence. But it has repeatedly of- policies and actions no matter how offensive and
fered not only a ceasefire but also a negotiated re- violent they are.
lease of the captured Israeli soldier, Gilad Shalit.
Fortunately, there are saner elements among
There remains the unequal status of the Palestin- world Jewry who are getting tired of silencing any
ian minority inside Israel. The aim of the BDS (Boy- legitimate criticism of Israel, the new “Golden
cott Divestment and Sanctions) campaign is to Calf.” Your ethnic myopia is pathetic and even
mobilize world opinion against the unconscionable pathological.
siege of Gaza and the occupation of the West Bank.
— Robert Morgan
— Dr. Robbie Mahood, Côte des Neiges
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On a positive note ...

I must express amazement at your editorial reprimand of our CEGEP teachers for their approach
to BDS vis-à-vis Israel.
Your argument that CEGEPs are not the place for
such topics is at best facetious. Our youth in these
days of the Internet are much more aware of
global issues; hence they need exposure to them.

God bless you for explaining Israel’s situation
with such clarity.
I hope many will read your editorial and think
twice before condemning the only democracy
in the Middle East. Long may you continue to
inform the public with honesty and clarity.
— Phyllis Vassall
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Even in the hole, Canada trumps trading partners, but there is still work to do
One of our great prime ministers, Sir
Wilfrid Laurier, reportedly said that
the 20th century belonged to Canada.
What would Laurier say today if he
read the powerful numbers measuring Canada’s progress?
Consider the economy. Since July
of last year, Canada has added more
than 300,000 jobs. In May we added
25,000 jobs after piling up 109,000 in
April. This brings the country’s unemployment rate down to 8.1 per
cent, which is more than a full point
better than the American rate.
The figures for Quebec are even
better, at 7.9 per cent unemployment,
which is below the national average,
8.1 per cent. Since last July, Quebec
has added nearly 100,000 jobs.
The growth numbers from the
Canadian economy are even more
impressive. In the first quarter of
2010, the economy grew by 6.1 per
cent. That’s on top of 4.9 per cent
growth in the fourth quarter of last
year – the two strongest consecutive
trimesters in the last decade.
These figures show that the fundamentals of the Canadian economy
are solid. Not only that, but Canada

Pit Stop
Neil McKenty
is in better economic shape than any
other country of the G8. That applies
even to the debt. Our debt at the end
of the last fiscal year amounted to $47
billion, $6 billion less than Finance
Minister Jim Flaherty forecast. So our
national debt amounts to three per
cent of GNP. That’s a lot less than
some other heavyweights in the G8.
Look at the British deficit of $400
billion, 13 per cent of GDP. Or the
American deficit of $1.6 trillion,
which amounts to 10 per cent of GDP.
Even in the hole, Canada is better off
than our major trading partners.
And the rest of this year looks good.
Private forecasters have raised their
2010 estimates for growth, saying the
near-term outlook has “improved
further” since a March survey. The inflation figures, too, are less worrisome.
Forecasters expect consumer price inflation of two per cent this year, well in
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line with the Bank of Canada’s target.
So what about Canada’s longerterm economic future? Some
thoughts on that are outlined in a
recent report called Open Canada,
written by Edward Greenspon, formerly editor-in-chief of the Globe
and Mail, who headed the panel that
produced the report. The paper suggests that a once-in-a-century shift in
world power is opening up a place
for Canada on the world stage, but
we have to step up and take it. The
report points to a number of “gamechangers” that have brought about
that shift, including the relative economic decline in the United States;
the growing economic role of China
and India; an increasing global competition for resources, including energy, minerals, water and food;
terrorism’s alteration of global security norms; and climate change.
“Open Canada has tremendous assets to achieve a global repositioning
that advances our interests,” Greenspon writes. “What we lack are the
strategies to leverage these interests
to our best advantage. We need to get
our policies right if we are going to
situate ourselves in the sweet spot at
the centre of global networks.”
This starts with smartening up about
our love-hate relationship with the
U.S. and becoming America’s indispensable ally, a pragmatic approach
that does not have to mean marching
in lockstep with Washington.
However, stepping up to the plate in

Haiti and Afghanistan made Canada
more relevant in the world and, by
extension, Washington.
According to Greenspon, we must
extend our networks around the
world. “Canada can – indeed must –
walk and chew gum at the same time.
Most particularly, we need to be better friends with our best friend. And
we need to make more friends in a
world in which power, wealth and
knowledge are accessible to all.”
The panel recommends that Canada
invest in more innovation, find ways
to make the oilsands environmentally
friendly, and stop talking free trade
while protecting our domestic producers with marketing boards.
Canada also needs to decide what
our brand should be – clean energy
superpower, international peacemaker
and problem solver, Arctic power –
and then work at becoming that thing.
The Open Canada report concludes:
“We need to make a strong, credible
and consistent case for the Canada we
strive to be; otherwise we will allow
others to define us – at best, as that nice
country of little consequence, or at
worst, as that dirty oil country or the
little brother of the U.S. or that nation
that clubs innocent baby seals. That is
brand noise a country can do without.”
On the basis of our strong economic performance – a vigorous recovery and solid banks – Canada
held its head high at the recent G8
and G20 summits. Sir Wilfrid Laurier
would be proud.
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Luanshya is in the north of Zambia, and the site of a tragic malaria epidemic.

Names are windows to our heritage
Hayley Juhl
Beyond accents and skin tone and
styles of dress, we are defined by our
names.
While they may not always be
unique to us – how often do you,
when visiting another city, flip
through the phone book to see if you
are there? – our names reflect our
history and become our legacy.
It is very easy to read the name
Donovan and say: “Ah, an Irishman!”
or to assume that Samira is a Persian
lady. Murkier are Canadian names,
with our proudly mixed heritage.
According to the 2008 census, the top
three names for baby boys in Canada
were Ethan, Jacob and Alexander; the
girls were Ava, Olivia and Emma.
How far we have come from the
early 20th century, the days of John,
James and William, and Mary, Helen
and Margaret.
My own name is a manifestation of
my mixed culture: Hayley, British and
Canadian, meaning hay field, and Juhl,
from the Danish word for Christmas.
But it is my middle name that

causes the most raised eyebrows.
I was born in a small city called Luanshya, where my father was the
sports editor of the Zambian Times.
My parents loved the musical sound of
the place and wanted to use Luanshya
as my middle name. But first, as all
cautious parents do, they asked the
locals what the word meant.
Their queries were met with blank
stares and the occasional guffaw.
Mean something? What on Earth
could it mean?
And so I was named Hayley Luanshya Juhl, and if I complained in my
youth about my title, my mother
would answer succinctly: “Be grateful
you weren’t born in Chililabombwe.”
In my mid-30s, I discovered the
truth according to a Luanshya-centric website. It said Luanshya was the
site of a horrible malaria epidemic
that wiped out much of the population. I was unwittingly named for
that tragedy: the Valley of Death.
I am called Hay Field in the Valley
of Death at Christmastime. It is more
an address than a name.
And so I will never be lost.
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Those who work within our health-care system
and make it function deserve our awe and gratitude. To appreciate their efforts, we must first
accept that no system is perfect and then make
sure to distinguish between the problems of the
system, which are often political or financial, and
the efforts and accomplishments of those who
work within it.
I recently experienced our system personally
when someone close to me became ill.
It was Sunday and although we did not realize
how serious the situation was, the triage personnel
at the Royal Victoria Hospital did and within
minutes the patient was surrounded by nurses,
technicians and medical residents as well as staff
physicians from cardiology and endocrinology,
all expressing concern verbally and through
their efforts.
This attention and care continued during a twoweek period in the emergency, coronary intensive
care and surgical units. During this time, the occupation rate of the emergency ward was constantly in excess of 100 per cent and still the testing
and care continued. This is all the more amazing
when we consider some of the burdens placed on
hospital workers by the nature of the system in
which they must function.
Our hospitals and all those who work within
their walls are governed by a myriad of federal and
provincial laws and regulations. The Canada
Health Care Act (CHCA), a Canada-wide federally funded health-care program, establishes a national set of standards for health care. But each
province has its own health-care insurance plan
through which health-care services are provided,
and its own laws governing hospital administration and services.
The philosophy underlying the CHCA is that
continuous access to quality health care without
financial or other barriers is critical to maintaining and improving the health care and well-being
of Canadians. The primary objective of the act is
to protect, promote and restore the physical and
mental well-being of residents of Canada and to
facilitate reasonable access to health services without financial or other barriers.
To accomplish this, the act establishes criteria
and conditions in respect of insured health services provided under provincial law that must be
met before a full cash distribution to the province
will be made.
In order to qualify for federal funding under the
act, the provincial plan must be publicly administered, that is, not for profit; it must be universal,
that is to say that all residents must be covered for
“medically necessary” health services; it must be
portable, which means that all residents are covered no matter where they may be in Canada; and
it must be accessible, namely available to everyone
without discrimination because of age, sex, financial circumstances or health status.
In the province of Quebec, the Act Respecting
Health Services and Social Services governs health
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care. This act provides that the function of medical institutions is to ensure the provision of safe,
continuous and accessible quality health and social services that respect the rights and spiritual
needs of individuals and that aim to reduce and
solve health and welfare problems and respond to
the needs of the population.
To that end, institutions must manage their
human, material, information, technological and
financial resources effectively and efficiently. This
is the idealistic background in which a hospital is
expected to function. In addition, hospitals must
create a Council of Physicians, Dentists and Pharmacists, which controls and assesses the quality
and pertinence of its services, assesses and maintains the professional standards of its physicians,
dentists and pharmacists, and regulates their privileges and obligations.
In addition to being governed by the various
rules imposed by the council, physicians are expected to participate in the clinical activities of the
hospital, undertake on-call duty, teach, do research and participate in a variety of committees.

Doctors must establish
and maintain a relationship
of mutual trust with their patients.
In accordance with their code of ethics, physicians
must protect and promote the health and wellbeing of their patients while respecting the life and
liberty of the individual and discharging their professional obligations with competence, integrity
and loyalty. They must establish and maintain a
relationship of mutual trust with their patients
and refrain from practicing in an impersonal
manner. And all the while, they are instructed to
be judicious in their use of the resources dedicated
to health care.
Nurses, too, are governed by a code of ethics that
imposes numerous obligations on them with regard to the quality of the care they administer,
their professional knowledge, their relationship to
and communication with patients, the respect
they must accord patients, their integrity and diligence in the performance of their duties and
which requires that they are fully committed to
their job.
This is a partial description of the legal background in which our health-care workers operate.
The limitations placed on hospitals because of
financial considerations are well documented and
affect these professionals as well.
What I witnessed during the two weeks of
spending my days at the Royal Victoria was a firstclass standard of excellence in the administration
of care by professionals and a genuine concern for
the patient by all hospital employees.
So from now on, when matters relating to health
care do not go as I might wish, I will try to remember that no system is perfect and to distinguish between the system and those who work
within it and are trying to do their best.
And to all those who toil within the walls of the
Royal Vic, the technicians, transporters, cleaning staff, meal servers, orderlies, semi-professionals and professionals, congratulations on a
job well done.

Quebec English is more than mere optics
The Word Nerd
Howard Richler
A Google search of optics + politics will return
almost 2.2 million hits and it is difficult to read
any sort of political analysis without the word
“optics” popping up.
When President Barack Obama responded to the
attempted bombing of an Amsterdam to Detroit
flight on Christmas Day 2009, while Obama was
on vacation in Hawaii, some Republicans called it
“bad optics.” In a February article in the Toronto
Star, Emile Therrien, past president of the Canadian Safety Council, characterized the proposal to
lower the legal limit of alcohol for impaired driving was “all optics,” part of the “tough on crime”
campaign.
In an article in the On Language column in the
New York Times some months ago, Ben Zimmer
explains the process whereby optics became one of
the pre-eminent political buzzwords. Surprisingly,
the route runs through Canada, and specifically into
Quebec. On April 7, 1983, the Globe and Mail featured the headline Optics Is Name of Game and the
article elucidated that “they say in Larry Grossman’s
Health Ministry, it’s all a matter of optics. This has
nothing to do with the eyes, but has everything to
do with the way the public sees things.”
Zimmer admits that the political meaning of optics is more prevalent in Canada than in the United
States and he asked Canadian lexicographer Stefan
Dollinger why this is the case. Dollinger believes it
is so because bilingual Canadians are familiar with
the French term optique.
In standard French, optique not only refers to
the science of optics, but to visual appearance in
general. According to Beryl Wajsman, editor of
The Suburban, optique and optics may have slept
together in Montreal in 1980 during the stormy
Quebec sovereignty referendum.
While optics might have originated in Quebec,
anglophones in this province should not assume
that all their usages will be understood, not only
by Americans but even by their own countrymen.
Some years ago while working at a Quebec-based
company, I told a telephone receptionist in Newfoundland that my “local is 222.” She ejaculated:

Healthy Women

The McGill University Health Centre is recruiting
healthy women for a study of metabolic responses to meals.

“Your what?” I quickly corrected myself and said:
“My extension is 222.”
There are many usages one hears that demonstrate that Quebec English is a real phenomenom.
And I am not talking about such terms as dépanneur, caisse populaire, métro and CEGEP.
As a demonstration of the difference of Quebec
English, I’ve concocted the following, where I’ve
placed the standard English usage in brackets:
The professor (high school teacher) at the polyvalent (high school) believed that scholarity
(schooling) was being affected by students consecrating (devoting) more time to manifestations
(student demonstrations) about the dress code
than to their notes (grades). During his conferences (lectures), their inattention was hurting
their apprenticeship (learning).
He also felt he was getting collaboration (co-operation) from his confrères (colleagues) in better serving the collectivity (community). He checked his
co-ordinates (contact information) and then set up
a rendezvous (meeting) with the director-general
(principal), Monsieur Langlois, and stated that it
was a primordial (essential) consideration that some
teachers be released before they reached permanence
(tenure) under the syndicate (union) agreement.
Monsieur Langlois wrote back, saying that he
was aware of the problem and had requested a
subvention (grant) in the annex (appendix) to his
planification (policy) budget to the confessional
(denominational) school board in order that formation modalities (training methods) be created
to ameliorate (improve) the performance of teachers and those performing stages (apprenticeships)
more dynamic animators (group leaders).
Some of these terms, like collaboration,
rendezvous, annex and ameliorate could be used
in non-Quebec English contexts, however I suspect such words as co-operation, meeting, appendix and improve respectively are more likely to be
employed.
We Quebec anglos are indeed a distinct society.
And that ain’t just optics.
Howard Richler’s latest book is Strange Bedfellows: The Private Lives of Words.

Please contact Research Coordinators
Connie Nardolillo or Chandra Snarr at 514-843-1665

3333 Cavendish Blvd.
Suite 198

514-484-2788

Home & office security systems
Medeco-Abloy
Mailboxes, Master key systems, Security grills
Residential, commercial
Sales, installation, service

6010 Sherbrooke St. W. (bet. Hampton & Belgrave)
Cell: 514 952-8891 • Tel. & Fax: 514 481-8891

Loving Care Nursing Home
For autonomous people

• Loving & caring environment • Beautiful atmosphere
• Personal attention • Private & semi-private rooms
• Activities • Nutritious meals • Well situated
• Safe & non-smoking environment

Call Elaine

514-344-8496

OPTOMETRISTS

Su z an ’s H om e

Since 1956

Private Senior Residence

Harold
Bergman

Length of study: Two 3-day stays

For more information:

NOTAIRES • NOTARIES

• OCULARIUM •

CANDIDATE PROFILE
• women of 55 years of age and older
• normal weight
• ex-smoker
• non-vegetarian

INVESTIGATORS: Stéphanie Chevalier, PhD and
Errol B. Marliss, MD
McGill Nutrition and Food Science Centre,
MUHC-Royal Victoria Hospital

Suzanne Lamarre
Nadia De Riggi

• Rooms available in a caring home
• Personalized care
• Qualified & trained caregivers
• Short or long term

Call 438-885-5876

& Associates
OPEN
MON. – FRI.
9 AM – 6 PM

Dr. H. Bergman is wellknown for his thorough
eye exam and personal
approach.
• Laboratory on Site
• Great Choice
• Personalized Service

10%
Off

for members of a
seniors’ organization
with purchase of
new lenses.

Valid until July 31st, 2010

514-488-6391
5510 Monkland (at Girouard)

Villa Maria
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Free museum days are your ticket to culture

Canada isn’t the only nation celebrating its
birthday in July. Here is a selection of other independence days:
July 1: Hong Kong
July 9: Argentina
Somalia
July 10: Bahamas
July 3: Belarus
July 20: Columbia
July 4: United States
July 21: Belgium
of America
July 26: Maldives
July 5: Venezuela
July 28: Peru
Algeria
July 30: Vanuatu

Help me ﬁnd my way home

Lost dog found: 5-to-7-year-old German shepherd, house-trained and very friendly.
If you know whom he belongs to, please call
514-885-2556, 514-815-1413 or 514-387-5627.

Smart Shopping
Sandra Phillips
Summer in our city is always fun. If your budget
is tight, it’s terrific to be able to go out on the
town and not have to pay a cent.
Musée d’art contemporain de Montréal focuses
on modern art, so the colour and forms are usually quite appealing to children, and it’s always free
for kids under 12. They are a partner in the exhibition Montréal City of Glass, and have a wow exhibit called With Glass, Under Glass, Without Glass.
185 Ste. Catherine St. W. 514-847-6226. Free
hours: Wed. 5-9 pm. macm.org
Canadian Centre for Architecture includes exhibits on urban planning, landscape design research and collection dating. Nowadays, the CCA
galleries are transformed into cinematic screening
rooms to present a range of artistic, scientific and
experimental films. There’s an exhibit relating to
space and to Chicago skyscrapers. Children’s Days
in the garden are July 11 and 25, 2:30-4:30 pm ($10
per family). 1920 Baile St. Phone: 514-939-7026.
Free hours: Thurs. 5:30-9 pm. Students & children
always visit free. cca.qc.ca
Musée des Beaux-Arts: At the permanent exhibition, find Monet, Picasso, Renoir, Rembrandt,
Renoir, Dali, Corot, and more. Showing now is a
Miles Davis exhibit, 20 exceptional jewellery pieces
inspired by the Cirque du Soleil and created by
Paris jeweller Bourgeron, and an exhibit on

Photo: Hayley Juhl

at’s a lot of candles

Architecture museum discusses Chicago’s skyline.

Napoléon. 1379 Sherbrooke St. W. 514-285-1600.
Free hours: every day, but temporary exhibits are
half-price Wed. 5:30-8:30 p.m. Children under 12
are always free. mmfa.qc.ca
McCord Museum of Canadian History: See costumes, textiles, decorative arts, ethnology, drawings, photographs and First Nations collections,
from the 18th century to the present. On now:
Being Irish in Quebec, Cirque du Soleil costumes
and Nancy Ackerman’s photographs of aboriginal
women. 690 Sherbrooke St. W. 514-398-7100. Free
hours: First Saturday of each month, 10 am-noon.
Children 5 and under are always free.
mccord-museum.qc.ca
Redpath Museum on the McGill University campus is in a gorgeous, grand home. It holds real
gems, dinosaur bones, sea shells, skulls, skeletons,
stuffed animals, fossilized plants and Egyptian
mummies, as well as African musical instruments.
McGill University, 859 Sherbrooke St. at McTavish
St. 514-398-4086. Always free. mcgill.ca/redpath.

Make a wish: the heavens are listening
Hayley Juhl

Choose Manoir Montefiore

because we care for your loved one as much as you do.
• Professional dedicated staff provides the finest in
healthcare using our AGING IN PLACE approach
• Independent, assisted and respite care
• 24 hour nursing supervision
• Recently renovated
• Kosher facility with full time Rabbi and synagogue
on-site offering a warm Jewish atmosphere
• Social and recreation programs
• Daily housekeeping and weekly laundry services
• Near library, mall and parks

514-485-5994

5885 Cavendish
www.reveraliving.com

Please call Ellen
for a free lunch and tour.
We provide transportation
if required.
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When you wish upon a star … and
then another star … and another …
when you wish upon up to 100 stars
an hour, surely to heavens the odds
will be in your favour.
Don’t think it can’t happen: The
Perseid meteor shower will be lighting up the skies in August.
Perseid was a Greek hero who made
a rash promise to his brother.“Ask for
anything!” he declared, and in a fine
bout of sibling rivalry, his brother
said: “Oh yeah? You think you’re
pretty smart, huh? Bring me the head
of the Gorgon Medusa.”
Despite the odds (she was known
for turning people to stone, remember) Perseid did the deed and went
on to become the founder of Mycenae, ancestor to the emperors of Persia, and an example to his brother of
being careful what you wish for.
He also had a constellation named
for him, a grouping of stars near his
wife, Andromeda.
The August meteor shower appears
to originate near the constellation
Perseid. Dust and ice breaking away
from the comet Swift-Tuttle burns
up in the atmosphere, 50 to 130 kilometres above the Earth.

According to NASA, the Perseid
meteor shower “is one of the most
consistent performers and considered by many as this year’s best
shower. The meteors they produce
are among the brightest of all meteor
showers.”
For the best seats, get away from the
city’s light pollution and consider
having a nighttime picnic to celebrate the skies.
Bring bug spray, comfortable
chairs, snacks and a bottle of wine –
but hold the candles. Play some soft
music and keep your eyes on the
northeast sky.
The waxing crescent moon sets
early in the evening, darkening the
skies. If you can make out the Little
Dipper, stardate.org says, it’s dark
enough.
Because the shooting stars can appear anywhere in the heavens, it’s
best to leave your binoculars and telescope at home. Using just your eyes
gives you a wider view.
The meteor shower peaks in the
early morning hours between August
12 and 13. While you’ll probably be
able to see the shower the night before and after, and any time during
the night, the best viewing period is
after midnight, August 13.

How early Canadians learned not to drink Slow Poison
Good cookbooks do more than tell
me how to make a dish. They take
me to a new place. One of my
favourites takes me farther, into another time.
This is a small blue book, a pamphlet really, published in 1925 and
called How We Cook in Canada.
Then, our country had just crested
9 million people and the equivalent
of Statistics Canada divided us into
Canadian-born, British-born and
foreign-born. As most foreign-born
were from the U.S., Canada remained homogenous and How We
Cook emphatically speaks to a different era.
The first page ushers us into a new
old world: “Nothing in the house is
more important or more interesting
than cooking. Mother never looks
prettier than when she is presiding
over the destinies of the family from
her throne in the kitchen.”
What we have is a vision of the
Canada to be, of a country where immigrants could systematically learn to
be Canadians and the Canadian way
of life fell into roles and patterns. Remember, this is a country with a constitution promising “peace, order and
good government.” Our American
cousins might advocate “life, liberty

Flavour Guy
Barry Lazar
and the pursuit of happiness,” but that
was not our Dominion.
How We Cook in Canada is less
about cooking than a manual for
mother’s job.“Do you want your family to have good health and rosy
cheeks? Don’t forget to give them
green vegetables. … Don’t put the
teapot on the back of the stove and
drink from it all day unless you want
to drink Slow Poison.”
While there are directions for making soups, broiling meat, making tea
and coffee and cooking vegetables, the
larger part of the booklet is devoted to
baking such basic white breads as
sourdough, whole loafs and rolls.
Often this booklet is as much an exercise in home economics as it is in
cooking. “The Cost of Home made
bread is 4¼ cents per loaf or 4 cents
for ingredients and ¼ cent for fuel.”
Note that nothing is counted for
labour in the 4¼ cents.
There are also admonishments to
eat lots of vegetables and drink a

quart of milk a day. And, as this is a
manual for new Canadians, practically the final words are: “If you are a
Canadian you ought to be kind. Life
is short. Opportunities pass.”
There is an endearing simplicity to
How We Cook in Canada. Follow our
directions, and life will be fine. Good
food leads to good behaviour.
This is a testament to the idealistic
bountifulness of rural life, as envisioned by the federal deputy health
minister. Ironically, it was published
just as the majority of Canadians
were moving into cities. It is a recipe
for a homogenous dominion that
was never to be.
What I find most moving is how
earnestly the governing powers tried
to instill a definition of Canadianness. Other books in this series include Beginning Our Home in Canada
and the one I really want to read, How
to Take Care of the Father and the
Family. There are none titled How to
Maintain Your Culture in Canada or
The Joys of BBQ.
For an authentic recipe of the era,
consider Potato Pie.
Peel and slice 3 pounds of potatoes.
Place in a pie dish. Add a pound of
meat cut into small pieces and quarter-pound of sliced onions. Sprinkle

salt and pepper. Add enough gravy
from the stock stew-jar to almost fill
the dish. Cover with a pie shell. Cook
in the oven for about two hours.
What we have is something as tasty
as the ingredients on hand – probably garden-raised potatoes and fresh
beef, lamb or chicken – but otherwise pretty bland. Today, I’d notch
up the flavour considerably, cook
everything in a large frying pan and
serve that to the table.
I’d lightly flour the meat first,
brown it in a little oil and then remove the meat and most of the oil.
I’d toss in a handful of sliced carrots
and parsnip, some celery. I’d add
chopped garlic into the frying pan
and cook everything until the onions
and garlic were soft.
Then, I’d put the meat back in and
add such herbs as oregano, thyme
and parsley. I’d splash some red wine
into the gravy (or more likely canned
consommé), ladling in just enough
to braise but not cover the meat and
vegetables and put the pan into a
pre-heated oven set to 350F (175C).
Put the pastry on top with a few
slits to let the steam out. Cook for an
hour or enough to brown the crust
and cook everything to fork tender.
Flavourguy@theseniortimes.com
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High-schoolers step up to help change the shape of their communities
Generations
Natalie
Bercovici

Students honoured
Each year, prior to Canada Day,
four elementary students receive
the Generations Foundation
Citizenship and Community
Award along with a fully loaded
laptop. Two high school recipients
receive theirs at graduation the
following year.
Last year’s student recipients
were James Lyng’s Harrison Fyfe
and Mohaimen Maqsud; St.
Gabriel’s Britney Bourassa and
Ramia Mathias; and Nesbitt’s
Kimberly Grimes and Tharsika
Vadivel.
This year’s elementary student
recipients will be awarded at graduation ceremonies in June and
two high school awards will be
given out in March 2011. Congratulations to our inspiring
young Canadians!

“There’s a lesson each year,” sings the
James Lyng Choir with Youth Fusion.
Tivon (right) is proud to have clocked
486 hours as a volunteer.

As we said our goodbyes, their
words and tune echoed softly:
“When I get older, I will be stronger
… there will be freedom just like a
waving flag.”
How fortunate we are to be living in
this great country.
Happy Canada Day!

ates in conjunction with Generations
Foundation.
Governing board members Debbie
Fox and Carol Clifton were recognized for their contribution, as were
volunteers in the James Lyng High
School student assembly.
The choir sang additional verses
of hope and encouragement to the
audience.

New hygienitech process
brings relief to
allergy sufferers

Asthma
Bronchitis
Eczema
Fatigue

Hay Fever
Itchy Red Eye
Headaches
Depression

There’s a safe, all natural, chemical free way to destroy all the
microscopic creatures that build up in mattresses

Call the Professional

King or Queen sized matresses cleaned and sanitized for

$75.00

Call: 514-815-3656

Seniors save
10% with
WKLV Á\HU

Photos courtesy Generations Foundation

An appreciation ceremony early in
June opened our eyes to what principals and teachers accomplish in
addition to the daily management
and curriculum.
We got a call from Craig Olenik,
principal of James Lyng High School,
to attend an assembly of his high
school juniors. He is proud of them,
and rightly so! The students arrived
looking trim in their maroon polo
shirts.
Olenik introduced a James Lyng
student, Tivon, the MC of the assembly. Tivon said with a broad smile
that he clocked 486 hours as a volunteer in a local charity. He said that
when he looked in the mirror, he felt
good about helping others.
He smoothly introduced the James
Lyng Choir, who practice twice a
week with Youth Fusion. The choir
sang: “There’s a lesson each year …
makes you wiser than before …
closer to your dreams.”
Tivon reappeared to introduce a
young man named Tyler, who shared
an inspiring poem on volunteering.
Olenik was supported by vice-principal Gail Callender and by teachers
who handed out award certificates. A
significant number of students on
the honour roll were recognized for
their achievement.
My eyes were drawn upward to a
colourful, hand-drawn “thank you”
sign in the background while appreciation was given to Generations
Foundation and the Leadership Students for management of the breakfast and snack program, and to
Rebecca Blinik for the Cook It Up
after-school program, which oper-

Ideal for
camps and
hotels
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Natalie and Adrian Bercovici with St. Gabriel principal Tina Ottoni show their pride
in one of many student award-winners.

Cash
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$ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $
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$
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$
P. X. Pawnshop
$ Unwanted, old, broken or non-broken jewellery paid in cash.
Earrings, chains, rings in 10k, 14k, 18k, 22k, 24k
$
$
$
Best prices paid
$
If you can’t come to us, we will come to you.
Available
for home visits • Call for appointment
$
$ 554 Jean-Talon W.
$ 514-948-1999 • 514-892-3667
$ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $
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$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
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Kensington knitters, painters help heal young hearts
Whether they’re holding a knitting
needle or a paintbrush, Place Kensington residents have a long history
of helping kids they’ll never meet.
Over the years, their work has benefited the homeless kids of Dans
la rue and the young patients at
the Montreal Children’s Hospital,
among others.
Last month, the residence held its
15th annual art exhibition and sale,
comprised of 100 paintings collected
from art classes at the residence.
Part of the proceeds go to Batshaw
Youth and Family Centres, at the
suggestion of Betty Martin, whose
daughter-in-law is involved with
the centre.
“I admire the work they do,” said
Martin, 92.
Batshaw serves the English-speaking community on the island of
Montreal and the Jewish community
in both English and French, said
Claire Roy, communications officer
at Batshaw.
“We take care of children and youth
who have experienced physical or
sexual abuse. A big part of the problem is neglect,” Roy said.
Sixty per cent of the kids they help
remain in their own home, while
others receive services while living
with extended families, in group
homes and in foster care.
“As much as possible, we try to keep
the emotional link with the families,”
she said.
There are 413 children in Montreal,
from newborns to 18-year-olds, living in foster homes, Roy said.
Although still too early to tell how
much money was raised, Doreen
Friedman, activities co-ordinator,
said more than $500 was collected at
last year’s show.
“The artists decide what they want
to contribute,” she said.
Friedman believes residents have a
special connection with young people. “Supporting a cause makes the
work more meaningful because it

Photos: Kristine Berey

Kristine Berey

Lucille Brisebois (right) takes inspiration from nature. Part of the proceeds from
Kensington’s art sale go to Batshaw, at the suggestion of Betty Martin (below).

benefits society and the artist.”
Art teacher Marcia Rozsler has
been at Kensington for 20 years, since
the residence opened. She was
touched by the effort her students
have put into their paintings.
“Most have never painted before,”
she said.
Although some may at first be intimidated by a medium as unforgiving as watercolour, she tells them to
“let the water do the work.”
Rozsler, who also teaches at Manoir
Westmount, Westmount One and
the eating disorders clinic at the
Douglas Hospital, encourages her
students by providing plenty of subject matter in the form of photos,
books and images from the Internet.
Everyone is welcome in her class,
“as long as there is a chair.”
Rozsler says new experiences are
crucial throughout one’s lifetime.
“When you try something you have
never done, or go back to something
you did when you were young, you
are young. “They have gifts to give.
This is a chance to be eternal.”
If you would like to volunteer at
Batshaw, call 514-989-1885 ext. 1234.

Heimish Atmosphere - Attentive & Caring Staff
Independent & Assisted Living Within a Supportive Environment
Synagogue & Kosher Kitchen - Full Social Activities Program

Make Manoir King David Your Home
5555 Trent, Côte St. Luc, Tel: 514-486-1157 • www.manoirkingdavid.com
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3343-D

FREE DELIVERY
LIVRAISON GRATUITE
Les trios • Les combos •Les assiettes
Les sandwichs • Les salades
Trios • Combos • Plates
Sandwiches • Salads
Dim. au Jeu. : 11h à 22 h
Ven. et Sam. : 11 h à Minuit
Commande minimum de 8$ (avant taxes)

Sun. to Thu.: 11 am to 10 pm
Fri. & Sat.: 11 am to Midnight
Minimum order of $8 (Before taxes)
©KOJAX SOUFLAKI 2009-2010 • 514.693.8889 • 1.866.98KOJAX

Owner Demetrios Tsekeris lovingly cares for the fig trees in front of his Chomedey restaurant.

Atomic bursts of flavour in Chomedey
Hayley Juhl

So he laid claim to a plot of land in St. Isidore
where his tomatoes, zucchinis, onions and other
Demetrios (Jimmy) Tsekeris wasn’t convinced produce are grown just for Atomic Restaurant.
the vegetables he was buying to feed his clientele
That dedication to quality – the son of a butcher,
were up to his stringent standards.
Jimmy is equally passionate about the meat he
serves – is evident in every dish.
The restaurant, in a small Chomedey strip mall,
has been serving pizza from that location for 45
years. Jimmy has been at the helm for the last 16.
BRING YOUR OWN WINE
Start with the 41-ingredient Atomic salad. It
sounds overwhelming, but the flavours work,
FESTIVAL
FESTIV
FESTI
VAL
bound by a generous amount of dressing. If you
Mon Closed
prefer the herbs and vegetables to stand on their
Tues 11-9
own, ask for the dressing on the side.
Wed 11-9
Jimmy is a man of few words and many flavours.
Thurs 11-10
There’s nothing quite like the Super Pikilia plate,
Fri
11-4
but be careful – it would be easy to fill up on tenSunday
Sat
4-11 Brunch
der calamari, spicy four-cheese spread, to-die-for
$
Sun
10-9 10am-2pm
eggplant salad and other delights, and not leave
room for the tenderest chicken, lamb or pork you
BEST CHEESECAKE IN TOWN
have ever put in your mouth.
Sons Peter and Jimmy Jr. went to culinary school
Reservations
together and now work alongside their father
25 Boul. Don Quichotte, Île Perrot
on the floor. They’ve been working at Atomic since
grade school and have no plans to leave the family business.
The No.1 Source
ource for
Atomic displays its wine as many restos display
natural ingredients “Home
“H
Home Style”
Style” pies
their desserts, proudly and prominently. On
dessert, Peter says: “Don’t worry, there’s a special
section in your stomach just for dessert. Really.”
IS NEWLY RENOVATED AND OFFERS
ERS A VARIETY OF HEALTHY
He’s right. The honey balls are light as air and
THROUGHOUTT THE DAY ((Liqour
DELICIOUS OPTIONS THROUGHOU
Liqour licensed).
sweet as a summer morning.
Treat
gather
advantage
Treat yourself or ga
ther friends
ds and take advanta
ge of
Reservations are not required but recommended
a flexible group table settingg and casual aatmosphere
tmosphere
during the weekend. Enjoy live music on Friday
nights. 4637 Souvenir, Chomedey. 450-688-6340

lobster

1595

514.453.1113

JamRockCafé
JamRocckCafé

Breakfast (from7h)
(from 7h) is
is added
added to
to our
our
{NEW!!!
NEW!!!} Breakfast
healthy lunch
unch and dinner menu
For
For complete menu
and take-out visit
www
.jamrockcafe.com
www.jamrockcafe.com

CALL TO
TO RESERVE
YOUR TTAKE-OUT
AKE-OUT PIE
TODAY
TODAAY 514.481.0092

514.481.0092

Sunday-Thursday 7am-11pm ~ Friday
Friday & Saturday 7am-1am

JamRockCafé
JamRockCafé
Early
Ear
arly
rly
ly Bird
Bird
ird Supper
Suuppppper
pe
perr 55-7pm
-77 pm
m

COUPON
COUPON
EXPIRES
9-10-10
9-10-10

Free
with
Free ddessert
essert (coffee&pie)
(coffee & pie) w
ith tthis
his coupon*
coupon*
*Minimum purchase (before
$100 per person.
ore coupon) $1
N applicable for take-out.
One coupon per person. Not
5390 Queen Mary
Mary Rd. (2 blocks west of Decarie)
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ST

Demetrios (Jimmy) Tsekeris is flanked by his sons
Jimmy Jr. (left) and Peter. Behind them is a painting
of the Greek village where Jimmy grew up.

More theatre? Get outta town
Byron Toben

Repercussion Theatre’s 2010 Shakespeare in the Park tour features
Romeo and Juliet, the timeless romantic tragedy of doomed love and
tortured teenagers.
Romeo and Juliet, progeny of feuding families, fall hopelessly in love.
Duels, drama, and death ensue, their
passion continuing to draw audi-

ences to theatres like moths to a
flame — or in this case, a park.
Repercussion’s Barbara Ford says
the production’s director, Jean Asselin, tackles the favoured play from
a more physical angle – “his forté.”
Romeo and Juliet runs July 29 to
August 22 in parks around Montreal.
repercussiontheatre.com.

Listen to the sounds of Africa

Photo courtesy Theatre Lac Brome

Centuries have come and gone, but
the seasons remain and Montreal
summer theatre has migrated to the
countryside.
At Theatre Lac Brome in Knowlton, head honcho Nicholas Pynes
has assembled a stimulating repertory program that ends September
4. The Brits dominate, with acts by
John Mortimer and Noel Coward.
Playwright and lawyer Mortimer is
famous for his Rumpole of the Bailey books and TV series. His plays
dealing with the legal system and lunacy, The Dock Brief and Edwin, are
playing in Knowlton.
Coward’s Shadows of the Evening
and Come Into the Garden Maud are
the last plays he wrote and were
paired in London as his swan song.
The popular Mary Harvey rounds
out the season with Shakespeare’s
Will, which explores the life of his
wife, Anne Hathaway.
Theatre Lac Brome also offers musical events and, on September 3 and 4,
the latest Bowser & Blue presentation.
theatrelacbrome.ca, 450-242-2270
At Hudson Village Theatre, a trio
of full-length plays chosen by Andrew Johnston run in sequence.
Mending Fences by perennial sum-

e repercussions of doomed love

The 24th edition of Nuits d’Afrique
promises “a great musical journey
from the four corners of the Earth.”
A blend of traditional and modern
world music includes all sound origRestaurant

John Mortimer’s The Dock Brief stars
Alex Ivanovici and Brett Watson.

mer theatre playwright Norm Foster
runs till July 11; Peter Quilter’s
Celebrity, which deals with a fading
TV game-show host, runs from July
15 to August 1; Snake in the Grass is
the 61st play by England’s Alan Aykbourn, who has written 300 plays and
had more plays performed in that isle
than Shakespeare, runs August 5 to 22.
For details on train outings, call
514-287-7866 or email
escapadesentrain@amt.qc.ca
villagetheatre.ca, 450-458-5361

Famous

Delly Boys
Delicatessen

Delivery

Catering

inating from Africa, the Caribbean
and Latin America.
Experience four days of indoor and
free outdoor festivities July 13 to 25.
festivalnuitsdafrique.com

Early Bird Special
Special #1

2 eggs, toast, orange
and coffee

5509 Westminster Ave.
Côte-Saint-Luc

514-484-8555
514-484-4801
famousdellyboys.com

2
4

.75

Special #2

.65

2 eggs, toast, bacon
or sausage, home fries
and coffee

Fine Mediterranean Cuisine

New Sensation in N.D.G.

WOOD CHARCOAL GRILL

À la Minute Cuisine

Pasta, Veal,
Lamb, Chicken,
Rib Steak, Salmon & Sole

corner Madison

Closed Monday
Tues. - Wed. 11 AM – 9 PM
Thurs. - Fri. - Sat. - Sun. 10 AM – 10 PM

Expiry date:
August 1st, 2010

Expiry date:
August 1st, 2010

Authentic Wood Oven

5452 Westminster
Côte St. Luc
514-439-1467

Buy 12 bagels,
get 3 free
(valid for both stores)

Buy a sandwich,
get the second one
at half price (valid for both stores)

Expiry date:
August 1st, 2010

6290 Somerled

Expiry date:
August 1st, 2010

The Casa Maura
family wish to
thank all our
clients for
our success

All Natural Products
Able to create meals tailored to all types of diets
No artificial food or colourings
Table d’Hôte
Lunch & Dinner
Saturday & Sunday
Brunch
10 AM- 2 PM

Reservations:

514-482-0777
6700 Côte-des-Neiges
Suite 232
In the plaza

Buy an ice cream
of your choice, &
get the second one for .99c
(only valid at Westminster location)

Buy a 12 oz coffee,
and get a Free bagel
of your choice
(valid for both stores)
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On June 9, 2010, Sun Youth’s 34 bike patrollers
were sworn in at a ceremony held in the organization’s gymnasium. Many distinguished guests
Here at Sun Youth
attended, including Montreal Police director
Nicolas Carpentier
Yvan Delorme.
It was his last appearance at a public function before he retires in September. He was kind enough
to grant me a few minutes of his time. The fol- tigations: 23 different functions in 27 years with
lowing excerpts from the interview have been the Montreal Police. I did just about everything,
translated from French.
but the highlight was being an undercover agent.
I’ve infiltrated all sorts of areas, with biker gangs
What has been your path with the Montreal Po- involved with drugs and others. Also, I was team
lice Service?
leader for the Wolverine Squad in 1995.
I began serving as a police officer in 1983, and
have held almost all administrative and opera- Sun Youth and the SPVM have been partners for
tional functions.
a long time. Do you think this relationship has
I was in uniform and I worked on various inves- been beneficial?
It was and will continue to be beneficial. We
know Sun Youth is working on so many levels in
Montreal, both in terms of crime prevention, to
assist in apprehending criminals who could reoffend and victimize others. Such activities as the
We move seniors
• Placing • Organizing • Downsizing
bike patrol, help to raise the level of security in
• Moving • Decorating & House Staging
Montreal.
Turn-key moving service for seniors
514-242-3420 Rodica • 514-264-8015 Chantal
www.WeMoveSeniors.org

We speak your language!
French, English, Spanish, Hungarian, Romanian, Hebrew

Bonnie Sandler, Social Worker
• Assessment
• Placement
• Case Management
• Support Groups
514-489-8678

www.servingmontrealseniors.com
Over 30 years experience at your service

BARBIERI G

AUDIOPROTHÉSISTES

Call Darlene 450-465-5044

SPÉCIALISTES DU NETTOYAGE
DE CONDUITS D’AIR
• Échangeur d’air
• Conduit de sécheuse
• Inspection par caméra
RÉSIDENTIEL ET COMMERCIAL
ESTIMATION GRATUITE
AIR DUCT CLEANING SPECIALISTS
• Dryer ducts
• Air exchanger
• Camera inspection
RESIDENTIAL & COMMERCIAL
FREE ESTIMATE

Avant
Before

Après
After

514-747-1918
“Let me professionally
guide you through
the buying & selling
process from A-Z”

N O W PA I D BY M E D I C A R E

Come in and discover what a digital hearing
aid can do for you!

Cell 514-979-0995
Illustration not
covered by medicare

Come in for your

CO M P L I M E N TA RY
H EARI NG TEST
1396 St. Catherine W. Suite 404
(Corner Bishop)

House calls available
Call for details

514 866-1687

there are the acquaintances and friends I have at Sun
Youth; all good people who have their hearts in the
right place. … I will not let them down.

prices a
• Moderate

D I G I TA L H E A R I N G A I D ( S )

• Assistive Listening Devices
• Audiometric Exam
• Ear Protectors
• Hearing Aid Repairs
– All Makes
• Invisible Hearing Aids

Montreal Police chief Yvan Delorme is flanked by Sun
Youth’s Sid Stevens (left) and Helio Galego, director
of crime prevention and victim services.

How will you spend your time the rest of the
When you retire, will you continue to be in- year?
volved with the Christmas basket distribution?
I have many passions: aviation, sailing, motorcyCertainly! Beyond the responsibility of a director, cle, construction, woodworking. ... I have many
things to do. Traveling, taking care of my personal
life, which I have overlooked in the past 27 years so
e
Residenc ve
I could fulfill my duties as a police officer.
o
I will also be able to take care of the people
Foyer Gr in Greenfield Park
d
te
ca
lo
around me that I neglected in recent years, like my
dence
Certified Resi
or long term
rt
o
sh
r
fo
parents, who are both in their 80s. I want to take
s
om
• Private ro
ur comfort
yo
re
u
ss
a
to
s
care of my parents and give them back what they
• All service
anytime
s
u
t
si
vi
r
o
gave me during my youth.
ll
• Ca
vailable

• Educational Workshops

ALZHEIMER’S EXPERTISE

Photo: Nicolas Carpentier

Former police director has a message for Montrealers: Enjoy life

Howard Rozen
Real Estate Broker
Elite

REAL ESTATE AGENCY
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I’m dedicated
to your
Complete
Satisfaction!

Do you have a message to seniors?
It is to enjoy life. That’s what I always told my
parents: Enjoy all the activities available in Montreal.
It is a safe city even if sometimes there are people who feel a sense of insecurity. The police are
everywhere on the island of Montreal and in the
midst of all the events, we are there to ensure that
security.
When you reach a venerable age and you have
worked all your life, you have to be able to enjoy
this life. I am so sorry for those who deprive themselves because they feel insecure.
Enjoy life, go to restaurants, go see plays, go to
festivals. Enjoy this beautiful city that is Montreal.
Imagine The Grief Of LosingYour
Spouse or a Parent.
Funeral Pre-Arrangements Will
Ease The Pain.

Talk It Over With Your Loved Ones.

FAMILYSIDE

email: howie1@videotron.ca

For FREE information

50 St. Charles Blvd.
Suite 16, Beaconsfield

Office 514-697-9181

Rainer Schmalhaus
rschmalhaus@
lakeviewmemorial.ca

514 606-9426

Single ladies, get out there and see the world in complete safety
For senior women, solo traveling can be a daunting, overwhelming consideration, particularly if
you are newly single. But if you’re committed to
challenging yourself, traveling alone can open up
worlds outside and inside yourself.
Maxene Rodrigues, a Montreal high school
teacher who will be retiring in a couple of years,
finds traveling solo the only way to go.
“I don’t like to do group things and follow a
tourist itinerary,” she says.
She’s traveled Europe, India, Asia, parts of South
America and Latin America and believes the best
safeguard for women traveling solo is to err on the
side of caution and to be smart about your decisions.
You just have to use good old-fashioned common sense.“Traveling alone offers wonderful ways
to meet different people, you just have to choose
the right people to tag along with for awhile.”
Maxene meets fellow travelers at breakfast as
they are planning their day. “I’ve often hooked up
with someone for the day and I’ve also joined
groups that happen to be heading to the same destination. Travelers are very inclusive types.”
Many guidebooks present gathering locations that
are festooned with posters and bulletin boards for
the independent traveler.“You can easily strike up a
conversation, because people are generally very
friendly when they travel. One conversation is usually enough to see if the chemistry works,” she says.
Maxene avoids ‘needy’ people, who only want to
talk about their heartbreak stories.
Donna Davidson, an English as a second language and drama teacher, is a solo senior traveler

Roads
Scholar
Mark Medicoff

Travelling solo is an open book
Since many women over 55 are taking the solo
leap, you’ll find a number of websites and travel
books devoted to them. These two books have
received thumbs-up from Amazon.com.
A Foxy Old Woman’s Guide to Traveling Alone
by Jay Ben-Lesser provides insightful basics.
Wanderlust and Lipstick: The Essential Guide for
Women Traveling Solo by Beth Whitman is a
lighthearted approach with anecdotes and advice.
who’s explored many countries, in part to supply
her small handicrafts import business.
She likes to take two- and three-day mini-tours.
“You can save money on your overall trip that way.”
Donna avoids public transportation because “it’s
really easy to get ripped off by pickpockets and be
buttonholed by overly aggressive men.”
She studies her guidebooks carefully and takes
along at least two. “One I use as a regular guidebook to choose places to stay or eat. The other is a
lot more pictorial, so I’ll have a good idea of what
I intend to see,” she says.
“I also like to book a reputable and regulated taxi
service to get around and see the sights. I feel safe
and comfortable and I’ve never been ripped off. I

never pick up taxis from the street. In most thirdworld countries, guide taxis are really cheap.”
Maxene runs away from anything that sounds too
good to be true. “You have to keep your wits about
you and your radar on. Trust your feelings. If you
don’t feel comfortable about something, the best
thing is to back off. Avoid people who come up to
you and want to show you the sights or places where
you can get some ‘real’ bargains. But you also can’t
be scared all the time or you’ll never do anything.”
Most guidebooks afford solo female travelers advice on the places and areas to avoid. Maxene follows
the advice to a T. “My basic instinct is to not trust
anyone, and I’ve always had a safe time traveling.”
She says it’s important to know what you’re
doing. Be confident, look, act and move as though
you know where you’re going. This will prevent
you from looking like an easy target.
Maxene and Donna warn women never to wear
expensive jewelry or clothes. Some travel alerts recommend that women wear a wedding ring to avoid
the wrong kind of male attention. Advances can be
avoided by silence and the lack of eye contact.
Be discrete about showing your wallet when
making purchases and make sure your daypack is
properly secured to your body and zipped up.
If you’re hesitant about traveling alone yet still
feel an unfulfilled wanderlust, there is one way you
can jumpstart yourself: Organize a short, wellplanned hop away from home.
Your mini-vacation will be a good way to build
up confidence for that special journey you’ve always dreamed about.

Shoes
Summer sale July 8 to July 14
Monkland
5545
Monkland Ave
514-485-6464
Mon - Wed: 10-6
Thursday: 10-9
Friday: 10-8
Saturday: 10-5
Sunday: 11-5
St-Denis
3941
rue Saint-Denis
514-845-7463
Mon - Wed: 10 - 6
Thur - Friday: 10-9
Sat: 10-6
Sunday: 10-5
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Young @ heart moves to the spirit
Kristine Berey
Imagine the raw fire of James
Brown belting out “I feel good!”
Then imagine the same tune delivered by someone about four times
older, with white, or no hair, perhaps
using a walker.
Laugh, if you want.
Then, if you can skip over what is
lost and tune in to what remains and
is enriched in this imaginary metamorphosis, you’ll have before you
the pulsating life force that is music.
And it’ll feel good, guaranteed.
For one night only, within the
framework of the Just for Laughs
Festival, The Young@Heart Chorus

“They have wonderful
characters and
personalities that make
them absolutely riveting
on stage.”
will ignite the stage with songs you
may have heard, by Jimi Hendrix,
Sonic Youth, Nirvana, The Clash and
more.
Much of the repertoire is a recent
discovery to the singers themselves,
since they range in age from 73 to 89
and most say they love opera. And by
the time the Rolling Stones hit the
airwaves, many were too busy to listen to the radio.
“They don’t have rock’n’roll imprinted in their brain,” explains choir
director Bob Cilman, a ’60s child
who was the director of the “meal
site for elderly, low-income seniors”
where it all began 28 years ago.
“They take the music, having no
idea what it is, they start singing it really poorly, then do something with
it to where they get to a point where

people want to hear it.”
The choir has toured internationally, their renown fuelled by the 2006
documentary Young@Heart, in
which the group was followed for
two months rehearsing for a concert,
while living their lives.
How does one work with a group
of seniors, most having had no formal musical training, singing songs
they don’t know and don’t necessarily like?
“You’ve got to find where they have
strengths,” Cilman says.
“We have a lot of people who aren’t
great singers, but they have wonderful characters and personalities that
make them absolutely riveting on
stage.”
The excitement is created by the
fact that the singers are internalizing
something completely new to them,
Cilman explains.
“Sometimes people have incredibly
trained voices, they are amazing
singers, but on stage they come
across as boring, because they’re not
willing to stretch.”
Much of the work is improvisational in nature.
“Sometimes you can hear something in rehearsal, but it only comes
once.”
After a rollicking performance, you
may feel joyful, inspired. You may be
moved to explore different styles of
music, searching for beauty where
you thought it could never be found.
In a best-case scenario, you may
feel as did one member of the audience, describing her reaction to the
show in the documentary: “I will
never complain about being too tired
or too old again.”
Young@Heart plays at Theatre Wilfrid Pelletier, Place des Arts on July
13, 2010. Tickets: 514-845-2322,
hahaha.com or pda.qc.ca

LOL at Just for Laughs, July 14-18

Appearing at this year’s
Just for Laughs fest,
clockwise from top:
Cheech & Chong; TD
Scaffolding; John
LeGuizamo; Mom’s the
Word 2; Steve Martin.

Well, excuuuuuse me!
and other
Steve Martin quotes:
“Boy, those French:
They have a different
word for everything!”
“I like a woman with a
head on her shoulders. I
hate necks.”

Photos courtesy Just For Laughs
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Martin C. Barry
When former Quebec premier Lucien Bouchard spoke out about
Quebec sovereignists facing up to
reality and abandoning their separatist aspirations, veteran political
journalist William Johnson was
asked by the Globe and Mail to pen
an opinion piece.
“Not bad for an old has-been,” says
Johnson, whose uncompromising
stance on unity made him one of the
most reviled political figures among
Quebec separatists.
“Pit Bill” Johnson’s leadership of
Alliance Quebec is remembered as
the most turbulent period in the history of the now-defunct anglo-rights
lobby group.
There’s no slowing down this bicycling enthusiast and resident of
Gatineau.
At 79, Johnson is a regular commentator on the CPAC political affairs channel.
Johnson’s parents might have appeared to be a mismatch: his father a
successful if coarse salesman of Scottish origin, his mother a pious
French-Canadian Roman Catholic.
French-English intermarriage as
something inherently destructive is

one of the themes he denounced.
In his 1991 book Anglophobie:
Made in Quebec, he examined Lionel
Groulx’s novel l’Appel de la Race,
which deals with characters of mixed
heritage.
“Children who have mixed race will
be confused, they’ll have two souls
fighting for domination within
them,” Johnson says, summing up
Groulx’s concept.
“I don’t feel any conflict, I feel enriched, I feel it was a privilege.”
Having started his professional life
as an academic with a background in
sociology, his conversion to journalism came during a Martin Luther
King freedom march he joined in
1967 in the deep South.
He noted the easy access journalists
had to the famous civil-rights leader
and wished he could do the same. Although he was already in his mid-30s
and was told he was too old to get
started in journalism, he ignored the
advice.
Fast-forward through a career
spent as a political correspondent for
the Globe and Mail and the Gazette,
as well as an induction into the
Order of Canada in 1998.
Johnson’s growing sense of indignation over unresolved Canadian

Photo: Martin C. Barry

“Pit Bill’s” bite is as sharp as ever

There’s no slowing down former Quebec premier William Johnson, 79, a bicycling
and Canada enthusiast.

unity questions spilled over from the
op-ed pages into outright political
activism. He candidly refers to his
election as president of Alliance Quebec as a “hostile takeover” that pitted
him against a complacent leadership
at Alliance.
It was around this time that the “Pit
Bill” persona started growing. Johnson’s position on Canadian unity adheres closely to the decision of
Canada’s Supreme Court in August
of 1998, when it confirmed that a
unilateral declaration of independ-

ence by Quebec would amount to
revolution.
“Quebecers can aspire to independence, but within the constitutional framework it would require an
amendment to the constitution of
Canada,” he says.
“And preceding that amendment,
there must be an agreement in which
the rights of all are maintained. The
issue is not referendum, referendum,
referendum.
“The issue is agreement, agreement, agreement.”
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MOVERS & SHAKERS
AIR CONDITIONERS and
HEAT PUMPS (central & minisplit)
Huge liquidation in all sizes!

CHAUFFAGE ECONO-EXPERT

Central forced air and hydronic
(hot water radiators) heating.
Experienced & reasonably priced

Call 514-487-5656

Mount Royal Roofing inc.
46 years service in the city
• Asphalt shingling • Tar & Gravel
• Chimneys • Tuck Pointing
• Brick & Cement Work
• Windows & Siding
All work guaranteed • Free estimates

5 % D I S CO U N T F O R S E N I O RS
514-557 2- 43 75 • 514-88 14 -0 09 4
mountroyalroofing@gmail.com

ELITE
MOVING
Professional Movers
Free boxes with reservation

SENIORS 10 % OFF
with coupon

514-799-6266

S T U A RT D E A R L O V E
OV E R 2 0 Y E A R S E X P E R I E N C E

• Licensed • Bonded • Insured • References

www.stu ar td earlove. com

514.482.5267
stuartpaints@sympatico.ca
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Upholstering Co. Ltd.
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Photo: Hayley Juhl

31 St-Viateur E, Outremont

(514) 2 7 0 - 4 3 5 2

July 1 means a fresh start for the thousands of people whose leases end June 30.
July 2 is cleanup day for the city, or scavenger day for first-time renters.

No Dream is too Big

RENO RAJAN
For all your residential renovation needs

Professional
Residential
Packing Services

• Bathroom • Basement • Ceramic
• Gyproc • Plaster • Patio • Paint
• Wood Floors

10 Years Experience • FREE Estimate

call Enzo at
514-894-1310 or
514-680-567

514-236-2509

3 2 5 B a ff i n , D . D . O .
ww w. ren or a ja n. c om

Moving & Storage

Shawn or Rob 514-830-6815
E-mail: gutterguysgouttiere@gmail.com

AFAS CONSTRUCTION GENERAL INC
Member of APCHQ, CCQ, ACQ, RBQ
RBQ #8318-7293-08

Brickwork • Brickpointing
Chimney Repair
Cement Work • Unistone
Reno Maitre
Allan Oleaga, General Contractor

5764 Monkland
Suite 3114

7 days/week
46 Years experience
Free Boxes
Ottawa,Toronto,Maritimes,
Laurentians & Eastern Townships

514-227-1600

SERVING THE HOME AND SMALL BUSINESS
COMMUNITY SINCE 1994
Is your computer running a
little slow? Freezing up?
Displaying error messages?
Do pop-ups continuously
appear when surfing the web?

10% OFF*

With this ad

(Expires 7/31/2010) *Labour only

Tel: 514-814-2024
Fax: 514-488-3663

*Also available Evenings & Weekends

“The Best Move
you’ll ever make”

Specializing in retiree and placement relocations. Fully insured, courteous,
professional staff, catering to your packing,
moving and storage needs. Treat yourself to a
stress-free move by calling us at:

514-995-8737

Painting &
Renovations
Discount
for Seniors

John Chomyk

514-298-1617
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Book Collector
Pays CASH for used
NON-Fiction Books in
very good condition.
John 514-333-9009
After 6 pm
ous offrons
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Brick and stone repair
• Resurfacing of staircases & balconies • Sealer
• Garage resurfacing (EPOXY)
• Pargin
• Chimney repairs
• Tuck pointing
• Interior brick
• Window sills

Free Estimates
C.: 514.821.1422
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p
Brain, pro price

RENOVATIONS

Robin
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F 514.69patico.ca

rbrain@sym

T.: 450.633.0989

2
PO Box 4605 C
Q
Pointe-Claire
4
H9R 5R

Polisher Bob
Commercial • Residential

ASPHALT NEW & REPAIRS SEALER
UNI-STONE CONCRETE

Floor Stripping & Waxing

“Your #1 Source for ALL
Your Paving Needs”
RBQ # 8360-5220-01

Cleaning services:
Windows, Walls
and Ceilings

Have questions? Need Professional
Advice? or Need a FREE ESTIMATE
Many Solutions According to Your Budget

Call us at 514-766-4888

514-926-5645

afasconstruction@hotmail.com

Murray Transport

484-5033

• Interior / Exterior
• Standard Painting / Plastering
• Restorative Finishing
• Spray / Fine Finish
• Wood Staining, Varnish, Lacquer

Foster’s

Free estimate

514-

Out with the old

Residential Painting • Decoration & Finishing

Discount for Seniors
Eaves Trough Cleaning
Specialist Since 1995

To reserve your spot call:

Couvreur

www.excellentpaving.ca

DD O Roofing

Roof Replacement,
Repair & Maintenance

I
N
C

Le Concierge du Coin

RBQ#8359-345957

The Caretaker Near You

514-489-9882

• Free Written Estimate
• All Work Guaranteed

Get Ready for Summer

DO IT RIGHT
THE FIRST TIME

514-421-1336

Bonded &
Insured

Email: ddoroofing@gmail.com

• Garden • Home deliveries
• Window washing • House cleaning
• Painting • Pet sitting (dogs & cats)

N.D.G. & WESTMOUNT ONLY
WWW.CDUC.BIZ

July and August Happenings
ART
Until July 24, Michelle Kramer exhibits her paintings at Missisquoi Museum, 2 River St. in Stanbridge E. Info: 450-248-3153
Until August 1, Mile End Gallery presents Abstract
Art at 5345 Parc. Info: 514-271-3383
In July, Debra Ottenbuch of Dorval Artists Association celebrates summer with acrylic paintings at Dorval Library, 1401 Lakeshore Rd. Info: 514-633-4000

Saturday,July24,9:30am,Montreal Urban Hikers meet. Beginning the end of August New Thrift Shop, in
Northeast corner Ontario and du Havre near métro support of Literacy Unlimited, invites volunteers,
Frontenac for weekend walk Montreal Movie Palaces. donors, and bargain-shoppers, 127 Ste. Anne,
$2 donation to Salvation Army. Info: 514-366-9108 Ste. Anne de Bellevue. Info: 514-699-1123
Saturday, July 31 Royal Canadian Legion, Verdun
hosts Annual Golf Tournament and mini-putt
supper. Buses leave the branch at 12:30pm. Golfers
$60, mini-putters $15, supper $15. Door prizes,
cash draws, prizes, steak supper, dance, music.
Tickets available at branch, 4538 Verdun. Info:
514-769-2489

SUPPORT
West Island Citizen Advocacy matches volunteer
advocates with those experiencing handicapping
conditions or with isolated seniors.
Info: 514-694-5850

Thursdays July 14 and 28 AMI Quebec offers supLIBRARIES
port groups for caregivers of people with mental
Special delivery of books for the homebound. July and August South Shore University Women’s illness. 514-486-1448. Monday, July 19, 7:30pm,
Downtown, Atwater Library: 514-935-7344. NDG Club requests book donations to award scholar- they offer support groups for people living with
and Mtl .W., The Fraser-Hickson Institute:
ships to high school, CEGEP, or university stu- mental illness. 4333 Côte Ste. Catherine.
514-489-5301
dents through their annual August book sale. Info:
450-672-1050/450-672-6327
2 Neptune Senior Living 65 Plus
Wednesday, July 7, 6-8pm, Atwater Library. Introduction to Blogging. $25. Advance registration. Sunday, August 1, 2-6pm, Infinitheatre hosts BBQ,
silent auction, and live jazz show on Dorval Island.
• Spacious suite overlooking courtyard
Wednesday, September 15, 7:30pm, Atwater Li- $50. Info: infinitheatre.com
• Eat-in kit • Ensuite laundry • Parking
brary book club explores The Flying Troutmans by
Miriam Toews.
Monday, August 16, 7:30pm, Jo Ann Goldwater
• Activities • Plus amenities • Concierge
speaks on Tracing My Family’s Journey From Lithua• $184,900 Best Price in a Great Building!
COURSES
nia to Latvia to Dublin 1891-2009 at the Jewish GeOrientation begins for fall and winter sessions of nealogical Society at Jewish Public Library, 5151
Shami Zimmerman, Sales Rep.
undergraduate courses offered to Canadians 55 Côte Ste. Catherine. Free. Info: 514-484-0969
To r o n t o 4 1 6 - 2 2 9 - 4 4 5 4
and over at a reduced fee by Concordia Senior
Royal LePage Partners Realty
Non-Credit Program. Info: 514-848-2424 x 3893 Saturday, August 21, 8pm, Single Persons Association
hosts Mix&Mingle Dance Party,Ste.Catherine Laboure
Tuesdays and Fridays from 10:30am-12pm, CSSS Church, 448 Trudeau, LaSalle. Info: 514-366-8600
Cavendish and New Hope Community Centre
offer a 12-week fall-prevention program to im- Sunday, August 29, 10:15, Unitarian Church of
prove balance and strengthen bones.
Montreal hosts A Potluck of Poetry, 5035 de
Info: 514-484-7878 x 1501
Maisonneuve Blvd. Info: 514-485-9933

EVENTS

Friday, September 24, 7:30pm, Therese FoundaSunday,July11,2-6pm,Black Theatre Workshop hosts tion hosts a soirée in support of Mnjale village in
a backyard fundraiser with roti, curry and music. Malawi, featuring live performances from Mon1115 Raphael, Brossard. Info: 450-633-1580
treal artists. $20. Westmount Park Church, 305
Landsdowne Ave. Info: 514-487-0258
July 15, 7:30pm, July 16, 10pm, Goodbye Gribsby To advertise your event in September , send us an
presents The Importance of Being Earnest, Players’ email by August 23.
Theatre, SSMU Building, 3rd floor, 3480 McTavish.

MUSEUMS

Thursday, July 22, 7:30pm, Segal Centre presents
Exported! 7 Short films From Here and There, 5170
Côte Ste. Catherine. Tickets: $8.
Info: 514-739-7944, x 8330

Till August 29 Pointe-a-Callière presents 100 Years
Underground, saluting the 100th anniversary of the
Commission des services électriques de Montréal.
Info: 514-872-9150

ELDER AIDE

Reasonable fees

Call 514-939-7247
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Celebrating our fêtes nationales
Canada Day celebrations in Côte St. Luc, Montreal West;
St. Jean festivities in Westmount. Photos by Martin C. Barry
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Purchasing a Verdun six-plex could be a proﬁtable investment
Real Estate
Realities
Daniel Smyth
average, costs and lost revenues
could total $36,286, leaving $2,872
per year left over from revenue generated.
Depending on the one’s income-tax
bracket (assume one-third), one
could net $1,914 per year. So, at the
end of the five-year term, the total
net profit could be $55,383, when
one considers $9,572 in net revenue,
plus the principle $45,811 paid
against the mortgage. This amount
represents 57 per cent of the initial
down payment or about 11.4 per
cent per year.
(Heating costs were not included
because tenants pay heat and Hydro
in most rental units in Verdun.)
There will be initial average costs
when purchasing a six-plex: notary
($1,250); inspection ($600); and welcome tax ($6,031). These expenses
reduce the profitability to about 9.8
per cent per year, but all of these
items are 100-per-cent tax deductible, just like the other expenses
discussed.
Revenue properties pay you
through revenues, market appreciation and tax benefits.
Let’s assume that the mortgage
conditions, expenses and revenues
do not change for the second term
(another five years). The net profitability would be $115,115, which
represents 11.8 per cent per year over

10 years.
These calculations do not consider
annual increases in rent or expenses.
They assume interest rates in the second term are comparable with the
first term, that your tax bracket remains constant and that annual increases in revenue and in cost
neutralize each other.
However, there may be increases in
insurance, municipal and school
taxes, and in renovation costs. On the
other hand, there are allowable rent
increases every year, especially if
there are renovations.
Also, don’t forget about the potential benefits of having a vacancy. If
the previous rent was below market
value, then rent can be increased
when the tenant leaves.
As such, it is very important for
every owner to be aware of market
demand and potential rent for various apartment features.

If one compares the augmentation
in the average RRSP or stock price
since 2000 to the average six-plex
price in Verdun, it is not difficult to
understand why the demand for
these properties continues to grow
year-after-year.
Sales have increased considerably in
the past year. Adding to demand are
low rates, despite recent positive
trends.
But compared with 2000, interest
rates are still very low. As long as sixplexs continue to be profitable, the
demand to purchase these properties
will exist and sellers know this.
There is much more information
that goes beyond the scope and design of this article, which include:
building size and dimension; desirable features that can increase revenue; revenue expectations for 3½ to
6½ unit sizes; future profitability in
the market.

e man with
the red thumb
Sid Birns
Vincent Maieatta, a member of the
Côte St. Luc Senior Men’s Club,
along with his wife, Lena, have produced this magnificent rose bush.
The bush has been producing
about a thousand roses a year for the
past three years.
The roses bloom each May for one
month and once they are gone, Vincent cuts them back to make room
for the new buds the following May.
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Residential six-plexes in Verdun continue to be a worthwhile investment.
If one purchased an average sixplex in Verdun in 2000, the investment would have increased 3.88
times by now. Furthermore, the relationship (r2=63.1%) between the
revenue that these properties generate and their sold price is positive:
The greater the revenue, the greater
the sold price. It is also possible to
generate between 10 per cent and 12
per cent per year on the initial down
payment.
The purpose of this article is to explain typical six-plex costs and revenues to demonstrate profitability in
Verdun right now and over the next
five to 10 years.
The minimum down payment on a
$485,000 building is 20 per cent
($97,162).
It must be noted, however, that
there is a huge price range in Verdun,
from $400,000 to $600,000 for a sixplex. The average cost was used for
the purpose of our calculations in
this article.
I called a mortgage broker that I
often work with, Sutton-Clodem
Inc., for an interest-rate quote (4.79
per cent, five-year fixed) for a 25-year
mortgage. The monthly payment
would be $2,214 ($26,569 annually).
Typical municipal and school taxes
average $4,259 annually. Insurance
rates vary, but consider $1,500 per
year with some maintenance costs,
which could be $2,000 per year, depending on the quality of the property purchased.
Also, consider an annual revenue
loss of five per cent for vacancies. On

Too many homeless animals in Quebec
Having an animal is for life
Shannon Rose

To adopt Bandit, 450-460-3075

To adopt Latifah, 450-460-3075

Toby, 450-460-3075

Goldie, 450-460-3075

To adopt Tobby, 450-460-3075

Every day, thousands of animals are
abandoned by careless owners, people who did not understand the responsibilities of owning a pet.
“There are too many animals here
in Quebec,” said Linda, the founder
of the SPCA Montérégie. “If you look
at the number of animal rescues, it’s
endless. I’ve been in this 22 years.”
She explains that people keep dropping off their animals at various shelters and there are never enough
people to adopt these animals.
“If we place five, we get six more.
People tie them to our gate at night
when we’re not here. They leave
them at the side of the road.”
The problem is far from being solved.
“Every year it gets worse. We can be
running around trying to place these
animals, but we have to stop the reproduction.”
Her suggestion is to adopt animals
rather than buy them from pet stores
whose dogs come from puppy mills.
“Right now were looking at the
puppy-mill situation,”she said.“If they
have to meet very strict standards, we
can put a lot of them out of business.”
The conditions for dogs kept in
puppy mills are atrocious, she said,

explaining that breeder dogs are kept
in wire mesh cages for life.
She stressed that by buying animals
at pet stores, people are making the
problem worse.
“Stop buying dogs at pet stores.
There is not one dog at 2 months old
that isn’t adorable.”
A major problem with owning a
pet is that people do not take into
consideration how much work it is.
She said that every potential pet
owner should do some research before purchasing. They should think
about the time commitment.
“What time do they have for this new
dog? Dogs become neurotic if they are
alone all day. It’s not like a cat.”
Linda said that another situation that
lands a number of animals in shelters
is the move for seniors to a residence.
Most residences do not allow pets.
“That’s very sad. This is many times
their only companion. It’s very traumatic to give up a companion that
you’ve had for years.”
The SPCA Montérégie is a no-kill
shelter. Funding comes from donations from public.
“When people take an animal, it
should be for life.”
SPCA Monteregie: (450) 460-3075
www.spcamonteregie.com

e one she couldn’t save
Sophie Fournier
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Sophie’s Dog Adoptions is run
solely by me, Sophie. I have been
rescuing for more than 13 years, one
dog at a time, and have placed more
than 500.
All my dogs are sterilized and vaccinated before adoption, and all applicants to adopt are fully screened. I
believe in making the right matches
for each dog and each family in order
to give these dogs a real second chance.
This shelter is in memory of Gigi,
the one I couldn’t help.
Gigi, you will be in my heart forever, as you have touched me in a
special way. You were so loving, cuddly and affectionate, you loved giving
kisses and had so much life and energy in you.
You went through so much in so little time on this Earth. You are the reason I do what I do. How I wished I had
been able to help you like I helped so
many others, but I became powerless.
I love you, Gigi, and we will see
each other again some day, I promise
you. You will always be there to re-

mind me of why I have to continue
doing what I do. I am truly sorry, you
will be missed. Rest in peace beautiful girl.
The adoption process through Sophie’s Dog Adoptions consists of filling out an application form and a
full screening to ensure that the dogs
I place will in fact be going to good,
forever homes.
These dogs have been through a lot
already and don’t deserve to come
back again and again.
The right family or person is out
there for each dog.
The process can sometimes be
longer than with other rescue groups
or organizations, but adopting an
animal is for life and should not be
something to rush into.
Once I am satisfied that the person
meets the criteria to adopt one of my
dogs, then the adoption is finalized
with a contract. Adopting a pet is not
something to take lightly.
In my opinion, it is the same as
adopting a child.
Sophie’s Dog Adoptions:
514-523-5052, sophie@rimasec.net

Don’t support puppy mills
Claim an un-claimed dog at Rosie’s
Shannon Rose
More and more animals are abandoned, said
Diane, a volunteer from Rosie Animal Adoption.
The causes are unclear, but she can speculate.
“It could be because the family is moving and
their new apartments won’t allow dogs,” she said.
“It could be a change in the family situation. Obviously there’s an overpopulation of pets and an
underpopulation of guardians.”
At Rosie’s, they promote spaying, neutering and
adoption, she explained.
As for buying dogs from pet stores, she said: “Basically, we don’t promote reproducing animals for sale
when there are so many existing needing homes.
Why would you go to a pet shop and buy one that’s
bred rather than buy one that is homeless?”
There are a number of reasons that people buy
from stores rather than shelters, but Diane says
problems with adoption are easily solved.
“A lot of people say: ‘I want a purebred.’ You can

still find purebreds in shelters and rescues. There’s
no forcing anyone to go to a pet shop.”
She says there has been an influx of dogs being
brought in to shelters, but their adoptions are
about the same as they have been in the past.
“We ‘rehome’ about 200 dogs a year.”
The dogs they take in are mostly ones that are
unclaimed at a dog pound.
“We get some from seniors who are moving to a
residence and it’s usually heartbreaking for them.”
The only time that Rosie’s will euthanise a dog is
if that dog is in pain and suffering and the veterinarian recommends that they do so.
“We would never euthanize a dog because we are
full or because they were not adopted.”
Rosie’s does their own fundraising, which comes
in part from the adoption fees. But it is not enough.
The run on donations and the entire staff is comprised of volunteers. They are a registered charity,
so they are able to give tax receipts.
Info: 514-217-3647, rosieanimaladoption.ca

To adopt Jaycee, 514-217-DOGS

Bandit, 514-217-DOGS

e dog I didn’t adopt
Barbara Moser
I’ve been wanting to replace my dear Becky, who
died in 2006. She was a giant chihuahua and she
had a giant place in my heart for 14 years.
My partner has not been forthcoming, but he’s
given in and I’m searching for a tiny chi who is
trained to go in the house on a pad or in litter.
I’ve put my name in at Sophie’s, Rosie’s and Kiko’s
adoption agencies and one agency came through
with Harley, a tan, five-pound pinscher-chi mix,
although it was made clear to me that she is not a
pocket dog. She has “legs like springs,” which reminded me of Becky, who in her younger days
would jump on the desks of the Senior Times staff.
Harley’s foster parent brought her to visit me one
Saturday afternoon. Truthfully, it wasn’t love at first
sight, although Harley is adorable. She had energy,
this Harley, and ran around surveying my place.
Her parent warned me immediately that I would
have to secure my front and back porches because
Harley could fall right through them and die.
Next she asked about Dimaggio, my 12-year-old
cat, adopted from the SPCA. She said I would have
to move his food to a higher spot because Harley

would eat it and get kidney problems and die.
(Becky didn’t get kidney problems and always ate
the cat food that Dimaggio left in his plate.)
She said I would have to move the kitty litter, too,
as Harley would eat it and die. “Or you could put
a barrier here so Dimaggio could jump over it to
get to his litter and then put Harley’s pee pad
somewhere else.” Where? I wondered.
We don’t have a huge place. I envisioned Dimaggio having a breakdown over moving the two
most important things in his life.
I was concerned about Harley’s energy level.
Would she be too energetic for the Senior Times
office ladies? Well, Harley’s caretaker offered: “You
could take her on a long walk every morning.”
“But that’s the reason I wanted a very small dog.
I don’t want to take her for a long walk every
morning,” I retorted, knowing already this was not
going to work out. But I continued: “And what
about the winter?”
“Oh,” she said, pointing to the treadmill in one of
the bedrooms, “you could always put her on that.”
So the moral of the story is: Get a dog that suits
your lifestyle. It’s not always about size. It’s about
personality and chemistry. The search goes on for
a rescue chi, if anyone knows of a perfect fit for
me and Dimaggio.

Hambone, 514-523-5052

To adopt Paulie, 514-217-DOGS

To adopt 7 eleven, 514-523-5052

To adopt Jewel, 514-217-DOGS
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You’re at home with us!

w w w. r e s i d e n c e s s o l e i l . c a

Les Résidences Soleil MANOIR ST-LAURENT

Les Résidences Soleil MANOIR LAVAL

Les Résidences Soleil MANOIR ST-LÉONARD

Les Résidences Soleil POINTE-aux-TREMBLES

APARTMENTS
1 1/2 to 4 1/2

SHORT STAY, CONVALESCENCE
OR TRIAL PERIOD!

Competitive Rates

Our concept of short stay or convalescence allows seniors to take a short vacation or to relax
in a safe environment while recovering after a hospital stay. Starting at $50 a day,
including three meals and snacks.
Residences Soleil GUARANTEE
If you are not satisfied during your first month with us, you may terminate your lease.

SERVICES
• 24 hour security, cameras
• Cultural activities
• Sunny terraces
• Health care
• Nurse’s aide or an attendant 24 hours
• Medical services and doctor visits
• Hobby room
• Library
• Resident committee to organize activities
in cooperation with the administration
• Indoor/Outdoor parking
• Billiard room
• Hairdresser
• Convenience store
• Banking services
• Dining room
• Excellent food (all you can eat)
• Menus prepared by a qualified chef
in collaboration with a dietician
• Utilities and heat included
• Cleaning staff
• Emergency and fire alarm in each apartment
• Indoor pool, sauna, spa
• Elevators
• Chapel, choir
• Game room
• Your children are always welcome
• And much more…

A family business

Les Résidences Soleil Manoir Dollard-des-Ormeaux
53 Hasting Street (St. John Blvd.) 514-620-4522
1/2
Rental Office open every day!
11/2 to 4
W i t h p a t i o d oo r a n d b a l c o ny

Af f o r d a bl e p r i c e !

A warm ambiance, activities, recreation, comfort and security
Our priorities are to meet your needs of today and those of tomorrow.
Come visit us every day… If you lack available transportation
we can arrange to pick you up, by appointment.

Visit every day from 9am to 6pm
Toll Free Number

1 800 363-0663

Les Résidences Soleil
MANOIR ST-LAURENT

Les Résidences Soleil
MANOIR LAVAL

Les Résidences Soleil
MANOIR ST-LÉONARD

Les Résidences Soleil
POINTE-AUX-TREMBLES

115 Deguire blvd
514 332-3434

1455 de l’Avenir blvd
450 629-0019

7650 Lespinay
514 255-9298

13 900 Notre-Dame East
514 642-2234

Sherbrooke

|

Boucherville

|

Sorel

|

Mont-St-Hilaire

|

Du Musée

|

BEST
MANAGED
COMPAGNIES

Since 2003

Granby

|

Since 2003

Sainte-Julie

